
Sliding is a favorite playground activity that 
attracts children to being active and playful in a 
thrilling way. This sturdy slide will delight 
children and encourage them to be brave and 
enthusiastic on the playground, for hours of 
imaginative and active play. When children 
slide they train their core muscles, sitting 
upright while sliding down. This stimulates their 

trunk stability, important for avoiding back and 
neck pains – a growing problem in children due 
to sedentary lifestyles. Sliding additionally train 
the child's sense of balance and Spatial 
understanding. These skills are important in 
navigating the world securely. They are the 
fundament of all motor skills and thus a 
fundament in physical confidence in the child. 

The steps of the stair are great for little knees 
and hands with their PUR cover. adding a 
feeling of confidence to the climb.
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Slide, PE
BASIC350

Item no. BASIC350-3418P

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH  65x303x198 cm
Age group  2+
Play capacity (users) 2
Colour options n
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Slide
Physical: sliding develops spatial awareness 
and a sense of balance. Furthermore, the core 
muscles are trained when sitting upright going 
down. Social-Emotional: empathy stimulated 
by turn-taking. Cognitive: young children 
develop their understanding of space, speed 
and distances when sliding down quickly.

Stair ladder
Physical: cross coordination is used, 
supporting the cooperation of the left and right 
halves of the brain, which is necessary for 
reading. For young children, spatial 
awareness is trained when walking stairs.



Panels of 19mm EcoCore™. EcoCore™ is a 
highly durable, eco friendly material, which is 
not only recyclable after use, but also consists 
of material produced from +95% recycled post 
consumer material from food packing waste.

Molded PE slides made with 33% post-
consumer materials in different colors in one-
piece design with a wall thickness of minimum 
5mm. The PE is tested for UV stability and has 
excellent impact strength and it is usable within 
a large temperature span.

Steps are made of PUR. It retains its properties 
in the temperature range of -30°C to 60°C. 
Material is UV stabilised. 
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Item no. BASIC350-3418P

Installation Information
Max. fall height 120 cm
Safety surfacing area 18.4 m²
Total installation time 4.8
Excavation volume 0.67 m³
Concrete volume 0.00 m³
Footing depth (standard) 66 cm
Shipment weight 136 kg
Anchoring options In-ground a

Surface a

Warranty Information
EcoCore HDPE Lifetime
PE slide 10 years
PUR components 10 years
Spare parts guaranteed 10 years
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Cradle to Gate A1-A3 Total CO  ₂
emission CO e/kg₂ Recycled 

materials

kg CO e₂ kg CO e/kg₂ %

BASIC350-3418P 155.44 1.45 66.11

The overall framework applied for these factors is the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), which 
quantifies "environmental information on the life cycle of a product and enable comparisons between 
products fulfilling the same function" (ISO, 2006). This follows the structure and applies a Life-Cycle 
Assessment approach to the entire Product stage from raw material through manufacturing (A1-A3))
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* Max fall height | ** Total height | *** Safety surfacing area * Max fall height | ** Total height
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Click to see TOP VIEW Click to see SIDE VIEW

https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/e49e2318-6dc9-4617-a075-04d95addcd8c/BASIC350_Footprint_EN.jpg
https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/c064d1cf-f5d4-4b15-84fc-3073bfe65a56/BASIC350_Side_EN.jpg
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